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Stimulus Display Geometry and Colour
Discrimination Learning by Pigeons
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Pigeons learned a successive conditional visual discrimination on vertically and
horizontally arranged pairs of stimulus-response keys. When the discriminanda were
two similar hues the pigeons' performance was significantly better on the vertical
than on the horizontal task. This was also found in an experiment in which the
subjects could see only monocularly. When, however, the discriminative stimuli were
patterns of different orientation or markedly dissimilar hues then the performance
on the horizontal task had an advantage over that on the vertical one. A horizontal
advantage also obtained when si milar hues were discriminated on keys clustered
closely together. Pigeons thus seem more adept at solving successive conditional
dis cr irnl nations on horizontal than on vertical pairs of keys except when similar
hues are displayed on widely separated keys where the reverse is true. It is
hypothesized
that
colour
vi s i o n
inequalities due to regional
retinal
differentiations are responsible for this latter effect.

The perceptual and action spaces of animals and man are well known to be
non-homogeneous. This fact has merited much research in the case of the human
species but on the whole has received only minor attention where animals are
concerned. Certain experiments dealing with the acquisition of colour
discriminations in pigeons conducted by two of us suggested quite incidentally that
the lay-out of stimulus displays was a variable that markedly affected performance.
More specifically, the experiments indicated that in an instrumental successive
two-key discrimination paradigm pigeons learned the problems faster and better when
the keys were arranged one above another rather than, as is more conventional, side
by side. The present paper reports experiments specifically designed to confirm this
phenomenon as well as others intended to elucidate which of a number of possible
explanations might apply. The results indicate that the pigeon's visual field is not
homogeneous wi th respect to colour perception, a situation that could be expected on
the basis of retinal morphology An analogous inhomogeneity of colour vision is a
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well-established phenomenon in man where the differences between foveal and
peripheral chromatic perceptions are drastic (Moreland & Hurvich, 1972). Behavioural
work on the pigeon, however, has so far failed to reveal anything more than slight
non-uniformities (Granda &: Maxwell, 1979).

METHOD

Six experiments were performed using the same general method. Adult homing pigeons
(Columba livia) of unknown sex were used. They were obtained from local fanciers
ei ther in Durham, England, or Bochum, Germany. In the laboratory they were housed in
individual cages with a 12-hour light/12-hour dark cycle and at 180 C. They had
water ad libitum but were deprived of food to reach, for the experiment, 80 per cent
of their normal weight.
An operant chamber measuring 40 x 40 x 40 ern was used. One wall bore four
pecking keys arranged in an upright cross pattern, one pair of keys side by side,
the second pair one above the other. The diameter of the keys, which were made of
frosted acrylic, was 25 mm (13 mm in experiment IV), and their centres were 57 mm
(13 mm in experiment IV) from the midpoint of the imaginary cross. The cross's
centre, in turn, was 2.'5 cm above the floor of the chamber, that is, at eye level for
an alert pi geon •
The stimuli were back-projected on to the keys with four Counting Instruments or
Zettler in-line microprojectors. Broadband coloured stimuli were produced with
various Kodak-Wratten gelatin fil ters (specified in Table 2 and Figure 1) placed out
of the focal plane in the light-path of the microprojector channels. Pattern stimuli
(vertical and horizontal rectangles) were generated with specially prepared slides
p osit i oned in the focal plane of the microproj ectors. The unfil tered light of the
tungsten 24V 2W microprojector bulbs ("""2600 K) served as white stimulus. Care was
taken within a given experiment to equalize the stimuli projected on to the various
keys that were intended to be identical. Colour fil ters were cut out of the same
sheet, light bulbs were selected for equal light output and any remaining intensity
differences reduced to less than o. 1 log units wi th appropriate Kodak - \Vratten
neutral density filters. An Evans-Avo photocell-voltmeter combination or a Gossen
photometer was employed to control the success of these efforts. The st abi ll ty of
the adjustments was checked at the end of each experiment. Over and above the
preceding adjustments the luminance of all the stimuli used in the different
experiments was set with neutral density filters to be approximately 86 cd/m2
using a SEI or Gossen photometer. This, of course, did not equate their brightness
for the pigeons, but that is not essential for the later argumentation.
When acti vated, a food hopper was raised under the opening of a shelf protruding
into the box 10 cm above the floor, out of the wall opposi te to that bearing the
keys. A houselight and a hopper-light were situated 35 cm above the shelf. Modular
programming equipment placed in another room controlled all events. Separate sets of
counters recorded the responses on the vertical and horizontal pairs of keys. White
noise served as a sound mask.
The pigeons were trained to peck the keys illuminated wi th whi te light. To
ensure that they pecked all four keys, any keys that a subject was preferentially
responding to were made temporarily inoperant. At the end of the pretraining for
each experiment it was checked that the subjects had no consistent preference
pattern for any key or set of keys.
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Figure I.
Spectral transmission functions of the Wratten colour fit ters employed
in the various experiments. Redr own from the Kodak (no date) fil ter handbook.
Within each experiment the subjects then learned to discriminate the same two
stimuli in two different presentation modes. In one, the vertical task, the stimuli
were displayed and the responses were required to be made on the vertical pair of
keys. On the other, the horizontal task, the stimuli were shown and the responses
were required to be made on the horizontal parr of keys. The non-illuminated pair of
keys were in each case inoperant •. The subjects experienced exactly the same number
of learning trials wi th each task.
The course of events within these tasks was otherwise identical, corresponding
to a successive conditional, discrete trial discrimination paradigm with correction
procedure. The latter was essential because pigeons are otherwise prone, in this
paradigm, to develop a position habit strategy that allows them to collect
reinforcements with an 0.5 probability without discriminating. Sessions were given
daily, except at weekends, to each subj ect and consisted of 32 trials. The
horizontal and vertical tasks alternated every time eight trials on a given task
were completed. A session thus included 16 trials on each task. Alternate subjects
always began sessions with the horizontal task or the vertical task.
A trial began with the illumination of the pair of keys corresponding to the
task due with a stimulus. In a given trial both the keys would be lit with either
one or the other of the two discriminative stimuli .used in the corresponding
experiment (see Table 2). Which of the two stimuli was on in a given trial was
determined, with a restriction to be explained below, by quasi-random sequences
taken from Gellermann (1933). Either the upper or the lower and either the left or
the right key were assigned as correct for one of the two stimuli. Correspondingly,
the other key of each pair was deemed incorrect. The assignment for the alternative
stimulus was necessarily the reverse, complementary pattern. This allocation was
balanced over subjects (see Table 1) and was retained throughout the experiment.
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Successive conditional discrimination of two stimuli (open, closed
Table I.
circles) , alternately on a vertical pair or on a horizontal pair of keys (+ =
posi tive, - = negative key); see text for further detai I s
Tasks
Subjects

.-.-.+
.-..+

Vertical

1+5

0+
0-

2+6

0+
0-

3+7

00+

4+8

00+

.+
.+

Horizontal

0+0-

.-.+

0-0+

.+.-

0+0-

.-.+

0-0+

.+.-

Responses to the correct key caused the stimulus to go off and food to be
offered for 6.5 sec. The stimulus for the following trial was selected
quasi-randomly. Responses to the incorrect key led to a darkening of the keys and
the houselight for 7 sec. In accordance wi th the correction procedure employed, the
stimulus in a following trial was now the same as in the one leading to the
incorrect response, thus disregarding the Gellermann sequence. When such a
correction trial led to a correct response then the stimulus of the subsequent trial
was again quasi -randomly selected; if not, the correction procedure continued
(unless a task changeover took place; see below). As is necessary when using such a
correction procedure, only responses emi tted during non-correction trials, but not
those produced during correction trials, were recorded for a fair assessment of
performance. Such responses incremented, separately for each task, the counters
registering correct and incorrect key choices. However, all trials, non-correction
and correction, contributed, again separately for each task, to the total trial
count that determined the switch from one task to another, as explained earlier,
thus ensuring equal learning experience with both tasks. When a task switch
occurred, a possibly ongoing correction procedure was automatically interrupted. The
total trial counts also brought about the termina tion of the session.
The basic balanced design (Table 1) was replicated using eight subjects for each
experiment. The exception was experiment V, where only four animals equipped with a
small tapped brass block cemented to their skull under anaesthesia (see Delius,
Perchard &: Emmerton, 1976), were employed. An opaque, hemispherical, closely fitting
cover, m ade of gauze fabric and acetone cem ent and screwed on to the brass block,
was worn by these pigeons over the left eye throughout the experiment.

RESULTS
For each experiment we calculated conventional mean discrimination curves separately
for the vertical and horizontal tasks. These are shown in Figure 2. For the
statistical evaluation we computed the net correct responses (correct responses
minus incorrect responses) deli vered on each task by each subject on each session.
These data were subjected to analyses of variance adequate for the repeated measures
design of the experiments (Kirk" 1968). The issue of interest wa~ the significance
of the main effects due to the vertical versus horizontal treatments. This was
assessed by the F ratio between the variance due to the two treatments (d f , = 1)
c
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and the residual variance (d f . = 87 or 246, depending on the particular
experiment) The significance values associated with these ratios are shown in Table
2, which lists the stimuli used and summarizes the results of the various
experiments ..
v

0

Table 2.
Stimuli, subjects and results of experiments with pigeons involving
successive conditional discriminations of two stimuli alternately displayed on a
horizontal or vertical pair of keys. Codes in brackets identify Kodak fi Iters (see
Figure I). Scores are the cumulated performance differences between tasks (vertical!
horizontal). Barred scores are means of the individual scores listed. Significance
levels are based on analyses of variance and F tests (see text for further details)

Expt

Stimuli and
conditions

Subjects

Result

Score

Significance

Red (K 25) v ,
orange (K 16)

8

Vertical task
advantage

+ 53.5
-6, +26, +28, +47,
+55, +63, +77, +138

P <0.001

11

Horizontal v ,
vertical black
rectangles,
6 mm x 10 mm

8

SIight horizontal task
advantage

- 6.3
-36, -32, -21, -19,
-13, +3, +24, +44

P> 0.05

III

Pale blue (2 x
K 80A) VO pale
yellow (K 3)

8

Vertical task
advantage

+ 19.8
-44, +7, +14, +19,
+27, +32, +44, +60

P<O.OI

IV

Red (K 25) v ,
orange (K 16),
clustered keys

8

Horizontal
- 46.1
task advantage -159, -65, -55, -48,

V

Red (K 25) v ,
yellow (K 9)
monocular
viewing

4

Vertical task
advantage

VI

Red (K 25) v ,
green (K 58)

8

Horizontal
- 41.0
task advantage -93, -54, -50, -48,

P < 0.001

-37, -32, -9, +36
+ 51.0
+29, +35, +43, +97

P <0.01

P <0.001

-36, -33, -18, +4

The performance difference between tasks is suitably represented by the signed
difference between the net correct response scores on the vertical and on the
horizontal tasks of each session averaged across subjects. These task difference
scores, cumula ting over the sessions of each experiment, are shown in Figure 2. A
steady upward slope indicates a persisting performance advantage of the vertical
task, a downward slope an equi valent advantage of the horizontal task. An index
characterizing the overall resul t of an experiment is the final cumulated average
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difference, and this score is given in Table 2 which also includes the corresponding
individual scores. Examination of the cumulati ve curves in conjunction wi th learning
curves of Figure 1 indicates that the performance differences between horizontal and
vertical tasks was not only in evidence in the acquisi tion phase but was generally
also maintained during the asymptotic discrimination phase.
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Figure 2. Results of experiments I to VI. Left: mean discrimination learning curves
shown separately for the vertical (I) and horizontal (-) tasks. Right: mean
difference index between vertical and horizontal tasks cumulating over sessions.
I

The hues discriminated in experiments I, Ill, IV and V were in each case
spectrally similar since the transmi ttance spectra of the pairs of filters used had
all quite substantial overlaps. This was not so in experiment VI (red/green
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discrimination) where the stimuli were spectrally very different, the corresponding
fil ters having a minimal transmittance overlap. Details about the characteristics of
each of the filters can be gleaned from Figure 1, based on the Kodak filter handbook
(Kodak, no date) information. Experiment 11 involved the discrimination of the
orientation of a pattern and obviously did not involve a hue difference.

DISCUSSION

The most trivial explanation for the results of the various experiments would be to
assume that in spite of our efforts to equalize the stimuli over the four keys, some
unintended cues might nevertheless have biased the pigeons' responses. We are
satisfied that that was not the case. Slight residual intensity differences among
the same stimuli projected on to different keys can be discounted, since the
apparent intensity, differently from the hue, of a back-illuminated frosted key
depends partially on the angle from which it is viewed. Thus intensity differences
other than gross ones can be expected to be uncertain cues for the pigeons in the
present arrangement. This could be verified in an unreported simultaneous
discrimination experiment w i thin the framework of this study in which an intensity
difference of 0.3 log units between keys was the intended stimulus and the
performance of pigeons was found to be comparatively poor, seven of eight subjects
still performing less than 75 per cent correctly by the eighteenth session.
Moreover, the divergent outcomes of experiment I (red v , orange, wide-apart keys)
and experiment IV (red v , orange, clustered keys) are at least robust: they have
been replicated with less carefully adjusted stimuli and they have been shown to be
resistant to stimulus projectors' being exchanged among the sets of keys in
unreported experiments.
Accepting that the results are not due to artefacts, it seems that pigeons
learning to discriminate pairs of similar colours, that is with extensive spectral
overlaps (red v , orange, experiment I; pale yellow v , pale blue, experiment Ill; red
v , yellow, experiment V) concurrently on both a vertical and a horizontal pair of
widely separated keys, perform significantly better on the vertical discrimination
task than on the horizontal task. This confirms the earlier preliminary findings.
A simple explanation would be to ascribe the vertical advantage effect to
response polarization as the vertical and horizontal tasks involve different
response geometries. Such polarity could, for example, be caused by a left/right
confusion, as it is known to occur in man and some animals, although perhaps not in
the pigeon (Corballis & Beale, 1976). It cannot apply, however, since the vertical
advantage is absent or even reversed when the stimuli are patterns (upright v ,
recumbent rectangles, experiment 11), when an unlike hue discrimination is offered
(red v , green, experiment VI), or when the similar hue discrimination is presented
on keys posi tioned close together (red v , orange, experiment IV). The same
objections arise .when other kinds of response polarization hypotheses are
consi der ed •
An alternative hypothesis can be derived from the knowledge that pigeons have a
coronally narrow but sagi tally elongated field of binocular vision (Chard -&
Gundlach, 1938; Rochon-Duvigneaud, 1943; Martinoya, Rey &. Bloch, 1981) and from our
own observations that they habitually examined the keys with an approximately
upright head. From their normal aiming distance (some 6 to 10 cm; Hodos, Leibowitz &
Bonbright, 1976, own observations; the pigeon's binocular field is known to be
myopic: Nye, 1973; Marshall, Mellerio & Palmer, 1973) they can only simultaneously
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binocularly view the vertical pair of keys but not the horizontal one (Figure 3).
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Figure 3.

Top right: the visual field of a pigeon (schematic). The binocular field
is stippled. The heavier stippling indicates the estimated projection of the red
areas of the retinae (based on Chard & Gundlach, 1938; Martinoya, Rey & Bloch, 1981;
personal communication, and own observations). Top left: a view of the pigeon's
eye-fundus maps the extent and location of the red areas (based on Galifret, 1968,
and own observations). Bottom: typical attitudes of pigeons shortly before
responding to the horizontal or vertical sets of keys (drawn from photographs).
Since pigeons have virtually, if not totally, crossed optic nerves (Cowan, Adamson &.
Powell, 1961; Re'pe"rant, 1973) and suffer from Ii rni ted interocular transfer (Zeier,
1975; Green, Brecha &. Gazzaniga, 1978), the horizontal task, where a pigeon can v!ew
only one of the keys at a time binocularly, might be at a disadvantage. But this
explanation is equally untenable as it does not conform with the dissimilar hue
(experiment VI) nor the pattern (experiment 11) discrimination results.
Additionally, when pigeons are made to perform the similar-hue discrimination under
condi tions equalizing the vertical and horizontal tasks in terms of this hypothesis,
that is by forcing a monocular viewing of the widely separated keys (experiment V),
the vertical task advantage is nonetheless retained.
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A third hypothesis develops from the fact that the binocular field of vision of
the pigeon forms images on the red areas of the retinae that are differentiated from
the remainder, the yellow areas (Galifret, 1968; Martinoya, Rey & Bloch, 1981; Bloch
et al , 1979; own observations; Figure 3). These areas incorporate different sets of
cones when these are classified according to the combined spectral characteristics
of the photopigments and the coloured oil droplets that they contain (Bowmaker,
1977). The red and yellow areas must thus be suspected of mediating a heterogeneous
perception of colour. It follows from the earlier argument that, while the pigeon
can simul taneously encompass the vertically arranged keys wi thin the red retinal
fields, it cannot deal in the same way with the horizontally arranged keys. When
taking aim, that is immediately before being reinforced one way or another, it can
observe only one key at a time with the red fields, the other then imaging on a
yellow field. The argument that the horizontal keys could have been viewed
simultaneously with yellow fields from a greater distance, that is sometime before
responding and receiving reinforcement, carries little weight as it is well
established that the likelihood that a cue is associated with reinforcement
decreases with diminishing temporal contiguity (Mackintosh, 1974).
Granting that the colour vision mediated by the two retinal fields is not
equivalent, the split manner of viewing would thus inevitably introduce a subjective
colour dis cr epancy between the two horizontal keys even though these are factually
illuminated by light of identical spectral composi ti on , The vertical task being
perceived with one retinal field would not be affected by such 'illusion'. The
horizontal task does thus effectively involve a spurious simultaneous discrimination
superimposed on the real successive discrimination. It is well known that animals
find simultaneous discrimination problems considerably easier to learn than
successi ve ones (Macki ntosh, 1974). This was confirmed wi thin the f r arn ework of this
study .. The colour stimuli used in experiment VI were also used in an equivalent,
unreported, simultaneous discrimination experiment. With one exception all eight
subjects were performing better than 90 per cent correctly on the third session of
this experiment whereas none of the eight subjects of experiment IV reached such a
performance level until the seventh session. The worse horizontal task performance
on the real successi ve discrimination can therefore be thought to have been due to
the pigeons' learning about an easy but only apparent simultaneous discrimination ..
All the experiments yielding no vertical task advantage support the hypothesis:
the pattern discrimination (experiment 11) because it did not involve colour, the
clustered keys experiment <'"experiment IV) because it effectively removed the viewing
inequalities between the vertical and the horizontal pairs of keys (all could be
seen si mul taneously wi th the red fi el d ) , and the dissi milar hue experi ment
(experiment VI) because it minimized the interference of a spurious colour
difference relatively to the real discrimination.
The results of the experiments agree with the assumption that the red and yellow
areas of the pigeon's retina mediate, as one might expect from morphological data,
differing perceptions of colour. Previous work, much of it ingeni ous , has so far
only demonstrated with some certainty a slight difference between the spectral
sensitivities of the two areas (Kowal, 1962; Bloch &. Maturana, 1971; Bloch &
Mar t i no ya , 1971, 1978; King-Smith, quoted by Muntz , 1972; Nye, 1973; Romeskie and
Ya ger , 1976; 810 ugh , 1978; Ma r ti n &. Munt z , 1978). Th e pr es e nt ex per i men t s can
naturally contribute little to the identification of the specific colour vision
differences in percei ved hue, brightness or saturation that may be involved,
although in view of the salience that hue appears to have for pigeons relative to
the other attributes it is reasonable to assume that it is the key factor. A
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decision must await the availability of relevant psycho-physical functions for both
the red and yellow fields. Spectral wavelength discrimination functions determined
with the discriminanda displayed on either· widely separated horizontal or vertical
pairs of keys could be instructi v e , They might, in fact, shed light on the
disagreement that exists regarding this function as determined for the pigeon by
various authors (Emmerton &:. Delius, 1980).
It also emerges from the experiments that, barring interference by disconcerting
subjective colour perceptions, pigeons may be more adept at solving conditional
successi ve discriminations in terms of right/left than of up/down responses. This
supports other evidence (Corballis &:. Beale, 1976) that pigeons do not suffer from a
dextral/sinistral confusion. The possibility that the hor izorrtal task advantage
might have been caused by other factors, such as the wider coronal extent of the
pigeon's total field of view or an easier motoric access to the horizontal keys, can
be reasonably excluded; these factors can hardly have played a role in the clustered
keys experiment (experiment IV) that also yielded a marked horizontal task
advantage.
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